Cyber crime, cyber terrorism and cyber warfare share a common technological basis, tools, logistics and operational methods. They can also share the same social networks and have comparable goals. The differences between these categories of cyber activity are often razor thin, or only in the eye of the beholder. From the perspective of a cyber warrior, cyber crime can offer the technical basis (software tools and logistic support) and cyber terrorism the social basis (personal networks and motivation) with which to execute attacks on the computer networks of enemy groups or nations.

An article in a Russian military journal from 2007 declared that

isolating cyberterrorism and cybercrime from the general context of international information security is, in a sense, artificial and unsupported ... it is primarily motivation that distinguishes acts of cyberterrorism, cybercrime, and military cyberattacks ... [without knowing the motivation one cannot] qualify what is going on as a criminal, terrorist or military-political act. The more so that sources of cyberattacks can be easily given a legend as criminal or terrorist actions.¹

This reflects what has long been presumed to be a basic assumption of cyber power in Russia, China and perhaps elsewhere: non-state actors can
be used by the state, overtly or covertly, to execute plausibly deniable cyber attacks.

Even with the most advanced intelligence-collecting abilities, it is unlikely that a proficient cyber attacker can be positively identified. Some forms of attack are easier to attribute than others, in particular computer-network exploitation (usually computer espionage and the theft of sensitive data). As data has to be ‘exfiltrated’ (that is, it has to travel back to the perpetrator), such attacks are more readily traceable. This means, however, that states have an interest in maintaining or tolerating proxy organisations that could be implicated in this type of activity and other forms of attack, such as distributed denial of service, which can be conducted by an average computer user with the right tools. That these can be damaging in their own right was most famously illustrated in the purported Russia-based attacks on Estonia in 2007, which severely disrupted many Internet-based services (including e-mail and banking). Denial-of-service attacks are generally more difficult to attribute than network-exploitation attacks.

Although data theft represents a direct threat to national security (and private business), network-exploitation attacks are also the basis for one of the most dangerous types of cyber attacks, the unnoticed planting of hidden ‘logic bombs’. These hidden files or software packages are relatively small and, as they do not need to communicate, are extremely difficult to locate. Once triggered, the logic bombs can be massively destructive: in 2008, for example, a logic bomb planted by a disgruntled employee in the network of US mortgage giant Fannie Mae would have wiped out all 4,000 servers if it had been allowed to detonate. A former US secretary of the Air Force and senior adviser to President Ronald Reagan has claimed that the CIA used a logic bomb in 1982 to destroy a Soviet gas pipeline. It ‘was programmed to go haywire, to reset pump speeds and valve settings to produce pressures far beyond those acceptable to the pipeline joints and welds. The result was the most monumental non-nuclear explosion and fire ever seen from space.’

Less sophisticated, but more visible, denial-of-service and web-defacement attacks are undertaken by non-state groups presumably acting
with at least tacit state support. Computer-network exploitation attacks can require considerable resources, and many observers believe that the more sophisticated attacks could only be undertaken by state actors. There are, however, indications that even highly advanced espionage attacks, requiring hundreds of hours of programming and with a clear political focus, are being executed by non-state actors, albeit for the benefit of a state. For example, a noted US cyber expert argues that the Stuxnet worm, which infected computers in at least 11 countries and was apparently targeted at the Iranian nuclear programme, was created in a modular fashion – programmed in ‘chunks’ by teams that probably had no idea of the larger project. This was an indication that the project had been contracted out to a number of organisations involved in cyber crime.\footnote{As an analyst at the NATO Cooperative Cyber Defence Centre of Excellence in Tallinn pointed out, ‘if [as a nation state] you want to have this type of [plausibly deniable] cyber capability, you need to be able to accept a certain level of cyber crime’.}

A nation’s cyber power has three dimensions: coordination of operational and policy aspects across governmental structures, coherency of policy through international alliances and legal frameworks, and cooperation of non-state cyber actors.\footnote{While the first two dimensions are important, the nature of cyberspace is such that a major portion of a state’s cyber capabilities lies outside direct government control in the business and civil-society sectors. To create an integrated national capability in cyber power, the non-state sector must be induced to cooperate with government. For Western democracies, the most important dimension of cyber power is thus the ability to motivate and attract one’s own citizens, an inward-focused soft-power approach that is fundamental for creating a ‘whole of nation’ cyber capability.}

This ‘whole of nation’ approach to security policy – the joint integrated application of state (whole of government) and non-state (business and civil society) efforts to attain common objectives – has only recently begun to be applied in US government circles.\footnote{The West, and the United States in particular, has been relatively slow to realise the importance of integrated national capabilities in cyber power. Russia and China both have highly capable and highly visible non-state cyber capabilities that interact with their...}
governments. Understanding how these elements are induced to support or carry out government policy is at least as important as understanding what the actual capabilities are.

**Patriot hackers, netizens and the Chinese military**

Chinese hackers have been behind a significant number of high-profile cyber attacks on a number of countries. The United States, nearly every EU country and probably the EU itself have experienced a Chinese cyber attack of one kind or another. Of major cyber attacks publicly reported since 1999, two-thirds or more were probably directly associated with hackers in mainland China. Most media reports point out that these attacks are probably non-governmental in nature, but often say that the hacking is officially sponsored. There is no doubt that the Chinese authorities exercise some influence over the non-state hackers. On the first anniversary of the collision of a US surveillance plane and a Chinese fighter in April 2001, the US Defense Department braced itself for a repeat of the widespread attacks launched by Chinese ‘patriot hackers’ that had defaced a number of US government websites the previous year. According to the Pentagon, they were prevented: ‘the government of China asked them not to do that’. The operative word is ‘asked’, not ‘told’: Beijing has long been concerned with its large hacker population, over which it can only exercise a limited degree of control.

The Internet and the blogosphere represent a considerable challenge to Chinese Communist Party rule. While China only has a small civil society, it does have the most active ‘netizens’, or participants in cyber society, in the world, as well as the greatest number of Internet users by far. According to some reports, China now has 50 million bloggers. While this number can be disputed, the majority of blogs on the World Wide Web are indeed in Chinese. The Internet has achieved unparalleled importance in Chinese society, and represents one of the few outlets for dissent or free expression. Chinese bloggers can be quite militant in their views, and enjoy a wide and committed readership. But the vast majority of posts related to foreign policy or security are highly nationalistic and chauvinistic, and are usually tolerated by the government. Posts on Tibet, democracy, religion and poli-
tics in general, however, tend to be taken down by the supposed 30,000 public censors within a day or two of publication. Chinese bloggers have developed a range of countermeasures to deal with the censors, including using long parables and metaphors, double entendres that play on the tonal nature of Mandarin, a growing range of technical tricks and simple guile.\textsuperscript{14}

The central government, however, is hitting back at the very core of the blogosphere: its reputation for independence and honesty. It was recently revealed that Beijing maintained a programme to finance bloggers ‘at times of public-opinion crisis’. There are reportedly as many as 30,000 such agents, all paid by the government, and apparently including some of the most well-known and trusted ‘dissident’ bloggers.\textsuperscript{15}

The People’s Liberation Army (PLA) militia and reserve system is another important avenue for co-opting netizens. If an able-bodied male between 18 and 35 is not part of an active or reserve PLA unit, he should in theory be automatically part of a local militia.\textsuperscript{16} Under the programme for the National Defence Reserve Forces, moreover, many of China’s technical (and particularly information-technology) students are automatically considered to be part of the Chinese defence organisation.\textsuperscript{17} Technical students are often drafted for one- to four-week training sessions to reinforce this status, and are considered to be part of the general (or ordinary) militia.

It has been widely reported that the PLA has integrated cyber-warfare units into its standard field-army organisation from 2003 onwards.\textsuperscript{18} The first exercises supposedly occurred as early as 1998.\textsuperscript{19} Besides active-duty and reserve PLA units, many militia units have also announced that they are creating information warfare/operations units. The Guangzhou City militia, for example, built up a dedicated information-warfare battalion, organised around a provincial telecommunications company as a headquarters, as early as 2003. This battalion had ‘computer-network-warfare’ as well as ‘electronic-warfare’ companies, both with clearly defined and integrated computer-network attack units.\textsuperscript{20}

It is possible for Chinese men to belong to the militia without ever having worn a military uniform. For many students in technical universities it is
a de facto condition of enrolment. Many civilian institutions, especially state-owned enterprises, have a militia role as well. What is new is that such organisations, previously paper tigers, have been given a new lease of life, becoming proficient cyber-war actors. As the Taiwanese Defence Ministry has put it, ‘the PLA has established professional IO Units that … will wage information operations against its enemies with joint military and civilian participation’.  

The number of potential recruits for this system is staggering. In 2007, China had over 25m students in state universities, not including those in private training or specialist technical programmes. Millions of information-technology personnel are employed in state-affiliated enterprises. Given these numbers, and the likely number of Chinese patriot hackers who may be part of military structures, it is not surprising that most cyber attacks on the United States come from China. The cybersecurity company iDefense has tracked over 250 named hacker groups in China. No more than 1,000–5,000 hackers are likely to be part of such para-governmental structures or programmes, but the informal membership could be up to ten times that figure. Many of the attacks are probably actively encouraged to distract hackers from turning their talents to more anti-state activities. Organised hacker competitions and the like are not only attempts to identify good talent, but to keep that talent safely occupied.

In support of a similar US effort to identify talent, the White House website posted the following example:

Tan Dailin was a graduate student at Sichuan University when he was noticed (for attacking a Japanese site) by the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) in the summer of 2005. He was invited to participate in a PLA-sponsored hacking contest and won. He subsequently participated in a one-month, 16-hour per day training program where he and the other students simulated various Cyber invasion methods, built dozens of hacking exploits, and developed various hacking tactics and strategies. He was chosen for the Sichuan regional team to compete against teams from Yunnan, Guizhou, Tibet, and Chongqing Military Districts. His team again ranked number one and he won a cash prize of 20,000 RMB.
Then, under the pseudonym Wicked Rose, he formed a group called Network Crack Program Hacker (NCPH) and recruited other talented hackers from his school. He found a funding source (an unknown benefactor) and started attacking US sites. After an initial round of successful attacks, his funding was tripled. All through 2006, NCPH built sophisticated rootkits and launched a barrage of attacks against multiple US government agencies. By the end of July, 2006, NCPH had created some 35 different attack variants for one MS Office vulnerability. During the testing phase, NCPH used Word document vulnerabilities. They switched to Excel and later to PowerPoint vulnerabilities. The result of all of this activity is that the NCPH group siphoned thousands, if not millions, of unclassified US government documents back to China.24

Apparently, Tan Dailin’s first reaction upon hearing his work had been discussed in the Western media was to ask: ‘will the FBI send someone to arrest me?’25 This statement, taken at face value, does not indicate someone who was very close to the PLA system. There are probably hundreds of such patriot-hacker groups active in China.26 And these groups are a real threat. In 2007, the Pentagon alone had between 25 and 27 terabytes of data (over 5,000 DVDs’ worth) exfiltrated. According to an FBI expert, these groups comprise 25-year-olds or 17-year-olds [who] have 40-year-old fathers who happen to be working within institutions. Very often the opportunistic exploitation of a particular low-tech approach is derived through that chain, completely informally, rather than through somebody sitting in committee and deciding let’s build 500 botnets that we’re going to use to attack the Tibetan community.27

The problem for Western analysts is thus the multiple identities of Chinese actors. It is possible for an information-warfare militia unit to be, at the same time, a university IT department, an online advertising agency, an online gaming clan, a patriot-hacker team, and a local cyber-crime syndicate
engaged in software piracy. Which identity happens to be most important for an individual is dependent on circumstances.

A common interpretation of China’s national cyber capability is that the Chinese Communist Party aims to be able to regularly use its netizens to attack or spy on its foreign enemies, and to use indirect control through organisational affiliation with national defence frameworks to integrate them into national policy. While elements of Chinese military doctrine can support this view, the evidence indicates a more fundamental primary objective. The bulk of Chinese cyber activity is directed at internal control, either directly (through propaganda, censorship and collusion) or indirectly (through schemes designed to bind and co-opt potentially dangerous individuals, in particular netizens and patriot hackers). As with traditional informer systems found in most authoritarian states, the real targets of this system are not the people being spied upon (or, in cyberspace, being attacked). The targets are rather the spies themselves, who are thus co-opted by the state and become less likely to turn against the regime. The system puts process before outcome, or ‘collection over analysis’, meaning that most of the large network-exploitation attacks are highly opportunistic and not really connected to the Chinese leadership’s overall intelligence-gathering priorities or cyber-warfare plans. This does not mean that unofficial Chinese cyber capabilities do not directly or indirectly support the aims of the Chinese government, but for Beijing the primary aim of the integrated national capability is not offensive but defensive: an attempt at ‘internal pacification’ of potential subversives.

**Hacker patriots, cyber crime and the siloviki**

Russians also have been involved in hostile cyber acts. It is usually unclear whether the perpetrators are state or non-state actors; the two often work closely together. One of the earliest cyber campaigns, known as *Moonlight Maze*, occurred in 1998–2000. A large amount of confidential information was stolen from the US Department of Defense, Department of Energy, NASA, and a number of private institutions. According to some reports, the attacks were traced back to the Russian Academy of Sciences in Moscow, and were
undertaken by Russian cyber criminals, possibly with the active encouragement or even support of the Federal Security Service (FSB). In 2007 and 2008 debilitating cyber attacks were launched against Estonia and Georgia. Other, less publicised attacks targeted Lithuania, Kyrgyzstan, Ukraine, Kazakhstan, the United Kingdom, the United States and other countries. In nearly all cases it is unclear whether the Russian government was involved, directly or indirectly, in the attacks.

It is certain, however, that cyber criminals played a substantial role in almost all these attacks, either tacitly as providers of logistic services, or directly, particularly by executing network-exploitation (cyber espionage) attacks. Gangs of politically motivated hackers – so-called ‘hacker patriots’ – also played significant roles. In both cases there are strong connections to the Russian security services, and to the Kremlin. Former members of the security services, known as the siloviki, have steadily gained influence within the Russian government, a process that corresponded with the rise of Vladimir Putin. In 2006 it was reported that up to 78% of 1,016 leading political figures in Russia had previously served in organisations affiliated with the KGB or FSB. The rise of the siloviki marks the end of a process ongoing since the early 1990s. While the details are murky and contentious, the 1990s saw an explosion of high-level profiteering and intrigue, with a vicious power struggle between the various security services and establishment of strong links between them and criminal elements. The FSB was the clear winner of this struggle.

While the FSB was on the rise, so was Russian cyber crime. Many public reports have pointed to the role of the Russian Business Network (RBN), described by the Economist as the world’s foremost cyber-crime organisation, as a provider of the logistic basis for cyber attacks. RBN is the only criminal organisation identified by NATO as a major threat. Some 40% of global cyber crime, estimated in 2007 as worth over $100 billion, is said to be directly due to RBN. It was the world’s foremost spammer, child-pornography distributor and producer of malware and phishing software. It delivered these services in part through various botnets, including the world’s largest (Storm), which in 2008 was responsible for 20% of all spam e-mail globally, and provided these and many other services to cyber crimi-
The patronage of high-ranking government officials has been suspected since the start of the network. The head of RBN, ‘Flyman’, is said to be the nephew of a well-known politician from St Petersburg.\(^3\) This purported family link, the fact that RBN-run Internet networks were never shut down for long, and that no members of RBN have been arrested by the Russian authorities are all indications of special treatment by the security services. Although the main RBN front organisations were supposedly shut down by Russian authorities and went largely off line in 2007, the network is said to have reconstituted abroad in a number of new organisations, and is estimated as having a yearly turnover of over $2bn.\(^3\) Servers and malware products associated with RBN are, however, still in use and being maintained, indicating that at least part of the network is still active.

The amount of open activity and fierce competition in the Russian hacker scene is matched by the venality and material focus of the hackers. Many events and media outlets cater to this scene, the focus of which is, in effect, stealing from the West. Much of Russian society sees cyber crime directed towards the West as a form of gentlemen’s misdemeanour, or even in heroic terms. The courts and the security services seem to echo this opinion. Individuals indicted for cyber crimes have had charges dropped, and have appeared as advisers to the Russian government.\(^4\)

The Russian security services often attempt to co-opt or recruit cyber criminals and hacker patriots. Many of the latter operate against ‘anti-Russian forces’ with the support of the security services. Attacks by hacker patriots against pro-Chechen websites in 2002–04 were described by the Tomsk FSB office as not being illegal and simply an ‘expression of their political position, which is worthy of respect’.\(^4\) The Tomsk FSB office is able to draw on students from Russia’s top computer-science university and has been accused of a host of activities, including instigating the theft of e-mails and other data from scientists at the University of East Anglia in 2009 to support Russia’s interests at the Copenhagen climate summit that December.\(^4\)
One example (reported by *Novaya Gazeta* in May 2008) of attempted recruitment by the security service involved Anton Moskal, who was mistakenly identified as the owner of a hacker website dedicated to attacking anti-Russian forces, and was contacted by phone by a member of Russian intelligence, calling not from the FSB directly, but from the inter-departmental National Antiterrorism Centre (NAC), which like the FSB has been actively trying to recruit hacker patriots for a number of years. The caller had little technical knowledge but tried to recruit Moskal for future ‘patriotic activities’.

There are indications that the security services are not the only entities trying to actively recruit hacker patriots. The Nashi and Young Guard youth groups, created by Putin’s ideological chief Vladislav Surkov, have been active in recruiting technical individuals for their cause. Nashi is highly organised and modelled directly on Soviet youth movements, with the clear objective of preventing a ‘colour revolution’ directed against the Kremlin. Konstantin Goloskov, a Nashi ‘commissar’ and assistant to Sergei Markov, a member of the Duma, claimed credit for organising the 2007 attacks on Estonia. Markov said the attacks were ‘purely a reaction from civil society ... and, incidentally, such things will happen more and more’.

**White hats, private business and US civil society**

Most Western nations do not have Internet militias on the scale that China and Russia do, and they probably do not use cyber crime as a tool of cyber power, as there are often legal restrictions against it. But that is not to say that the liberal democracies, and the United States in particular, do not have considerable non-state national cyber capabilities. In fact, US national resources alone may dwarf all others. Mobilising these resources involves the cooperation of public-minded citizens and profit-minded companies.

Companies that are part of critical-infrastructure-protection (CIP) programmes and the defence-industrial base are marked by official links to the government security apparatus, including secure communication networks and regular exchanges of confidential information, predominantly on cyber-security threats. Critical-infrastructure protection has become an urgent priority for many Western nations, and there are a number of
programmes and systems that seek to engage the private companies responsible for such critical services as telecommunications, water, power and financial services. Under the overall frameworks of public–private partnerships, thousands of companies have entered into special trust relationships with the state. The UK maintains a dedicated organisation, the Centre for Protection of National Infrastructure, which also plays a significant role in helping defend British industry from cyber crime. There are many similar organisations throughout Europe, and the EU has declared the protection of critical infrastructure an overriding security priority. With some exceptions, involvement of the private sector in these programmes is voluntary and most direct costs are borne by government. In the United States, the defence-industrial base operates closely with the federal government, sometimes taking over operational tasks even in intelligence collection. Private companies engaged directly in security and defence work can be so closely entwined with the state that, from the outside, there can be hardly any clear distinction between the two. The most significant work is still done in the private sector outside these public–private exchanges, and the information- and communications-technology sector as a whole continues to be the lynchpin of cyber security.

The most important work is being done by software and hardware companies, to find bugs in their systems and deliver the relevant patches or fixes; the vast majority of attacks come through holes or mistakes in programs. Dedicated security companies such as McAfee have built up considerable expertise and resources for detecting and eliminating threats on the Internet, and can be considered on the front line of the fight against cyber crime. Finally, there is the power held by system-critical companies, which has not often been tested. One example is Google’s spring 2010 dispute with the Chinese government, which damaged China’s image and was notable for the close cooperation between Google and the US State Department. Google is certainly considered by the Chinese to be a component of US power.

Perhaps the least understood aspect of Western countries’ national capabilities is the highly active civil society and the large volunteer community that, in effect, built most of the Internet. The groups behind the technical
side of the Internet are certainly not your average government committee. The Internet Engineering Task Force, for example, which has since 1986 developed many key software protocols and technical fixes that the Internet depends on, is famously anarchic, lacking official rules, membership criteria or much more than a basic organisation. In fact, the task force has no legal existence; it is part of the Internet Society, one of the founding organisations of the Internet. The members of the task force, according to one member, ‘reject Kings, Presidents and voting. We believe in rough consensus and running code’. The 300–1,300 software engineers who meet, usually, three times a year don’t vote on proposals. Instead, they hum. Whichever group is perceived to have ‘hummed louder’ carries the day.

Hackers are traditionally distinguished as ‘white’, ‘grey’ or ‘black hats’. Black hats operate beyond the law, for purely nefarious purposes, while grey and white hats actively support cyber-security efforts. Such cyber volunteers have more than once saved the Internet from itself. In 2008, for example, 27-year-old self-employed security tester Dan Kaminsky discovered that a relatively simple design flaw in the Domain Name System, which is responsible for translating Internet Protocol address (IP) numbers into more readable website addresses, made it possible to, in effect, reroute web traffic at will, allowing him to impersonate any website (including login websites) that he chose. Instead of using his super-exploit to steal money with impunity, he embarked on a complicated and highly secretive effort to work with the top programmers in his field to find a fix for the problem – all without gaining a dollar in the process. He did get a great deal of recognition from the technical community, and presumably a secure livelihood as well. Kaminsky was voted in June 2010 to be one of the world’s ‘seven key holders of the Internet’, the ultimate back-up in case of a world-wide cyber meltdown.

Beyond such individual technological volunteerism, liberal-democratic civil society, academia and policy think tanks have been involved in cyber-security policy discussions for years and play a central role in the US government’s formulation of cyber-security policy. Increasingly, specialised research groups such as the US Cyber Consequences Unit have also
become active, as have specialist political activist and lobbying groups such as the Electronic Frontier Foundation and others dedicated to specific cyber issues such as ‘net neutrality’.

Finally, the collective influence of bloggers and other notable players is increasing. One increasing phenomenon is the formation of Security Trust Networks (STNs), voluntary investigators that provide a function loosely located between investigative journalism and computer forensics. The impact of these networks can be considerable. Operation Grey Goose investigated the Georgia cyber attacks and concluded that there was a high level of circumstantial evidence pointing to involvement by the Russian security services. The Information Warfare Monitor discovered an entire purported Chinese cyber-spy network (GhostNet) focused on the Tibetan government in exile. Most recently, a volunteer group called the Cyber Security Forum Initiative investigated the Stuxnet attacks. The work of these groups is mostly concentrated on attacker attribution, to lift the cyber veil the attackers hide behind. Unencumbered by the structures and concerns of governmental security services, they are able to speculate freely as to possible state involvement in the attacks – information and analysis that is often used by the media in their reports.

These groups represent perhaps the most significant weapon against state-sponsored but disguised and putatively deniable attacks. Government officials have suggested that the relative decline of overt and ‘noisy’ cyber attacks from Russia, and the corresponding decline of the youth-group Nashi, could be a direct result of the publicly discussed conclusions of Grey Goose and other Security Trust Networks. As Joseph Nye has pointed out, true cyber deterrence can well rest on the soft power of reputational costs once attacks are widely publicised. Although the information generated by volunteer groups is not conclusive beyond reasonable doubt, it is, at present, good enough for CNN, if not for cruise missiles.

*   *   *

Volunteer groups integrate (but do not subjugate) themselves into a national capacity with only personal morality as their motivation. From the point of
view of the activists and researchers who represent this capability, the world is not a complicated place. Cyber-security guru Mikko Hypponen summarised this view succinctly at a conference at the NATO Cooperative Cyber Defence Centre of Excellence in Tallinn in 2009. ‘In the end’, Hypponen said, ‘it is just about good versus evil’. Cyber-security volunteers collaborate with state institutions for no other reason than – in specific cases, at least – they identify with the implicit or explicit aims of their governments.

Sometimes, to be sure, the moral motivations of civil-society actors may lead to activity that goes against the state’s perception of its interests, as in the case of Wikileaks’ mass dump of US State Department cables. For an integrated national cyber capability to work, government needs to be able to trust civil society as much as civil society needs to trust government. But most people can agree on the difference between valid disclosure and transparency in the public interest and simple political voyeurism. The Wikileaks affair may, in fact, have enhanced the respect of many civil-society actors for how parts of the US government work. As political commentator Timothy Garton Ash said, ‘My personal opinion of the State Department has gone up several notches’.

Many Russian and Chinese hackers will also identify with the aims of their own governments. But the risks that they might disagree vigorously, and with dangerous consequences for the regime, is one reason these governments are forced to exercise some control over these actors. If non-state cyber actors in the West are not to be co-opted through paramilitary structures (as in China) nor coerced through shadowy intelligence and criminal networks (as in Russia), they must be motivated to cooperate with government aims. Appealing to patriotism will not be sufficient; they must be able to trust their government to do the right thing. Similarly, government needs to trust these groups as well. Encouraging mutual trust is perhaps the most important element in developing an integrated national cyber capability.
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